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Abstract

Almost all major knowledge bases are concerned mainly with binary relationships between entities. In this vision paper, we argue that it is time to broaden this view: first to relations of higher arity, complex objects, and events, and then also to knowledge about knowledge: We should be able to represent why something is true, that something is not true, that something happened before something else, or that something is mainly believed. While this idea is as old as Artificial Intelligence itself, we argue that only now we have the tools to achieve it: a better understanding of our use-cases and large amounts of data. We survey relevant approaches, and point out avenues of research.

1 Motivation

In the past decade, information extraction has made huge progress: We can now extract facts from Web documents at large scale. The resulting knowledge bases (KBs), such as YAGO, KnowItAll, DBpedia, NELL, BabelNet, and Wikidata, contain many millions of entities, and hundreds of millions of facts about them. And yet, all of these KBs operate on an extremely reduced fraction of knowledge: They essentially focus on binary relations between a subject and an object. For example, a KB can know that type(autism, developmentalDisorder), or that vaccinates(MmrVaccine, measles). This knowledge representation model is called RDF. The problem is that RDF can express barely anything from the Wikipedia article about vaccines. Take for example this text about the supposed link between vaccines and autism:

In February 1998, Andrew Wakefield published a paper in the medical journal The Lancet, which reported on twelve children with developmental disorders. The parents were said to have linked the start of behavioral symptoms to vaccination. The resulting controversy became the biggest science story of 2002. As a result, vaccination rates dropped sharply. In 2011, the BMJ detailed how Wakefield had faked some of the data behind the 1998 Lancet article.

We could use non-symbolic methods (such as distributional methods or deep learning approaches) to decide whether Wakefield’s paper is trustworthy or not. But suppose that we want to decide whether there is a causal link between autism and vaccination; why we see a lower vaccination rate; or with which arguments another blog post supports the anti-vaccine movement. For this, we need a more detailed understanding of the text. The machine would have to understand:

- The fact that something was asserted (which does not make it true)
- The fact that something is not true
- The fact that someone believes something
• The fact that something happened before something else
• The fact that some group of facts forms an event
• The fact that one event is the reason for another event

The applications of such knowledge go far beyond our example. It is indispensable for tasks such as the following:

• The analysis of fake news: understand an article about a controversial topic, and allow reasoning on it (who said what when and why, what is the evidence, how is the perception of the claims by others), with the goal to support journalists in the fact checking of a story.
• The modeling of controversies: detect a controversial topic on the Web (e.g., in blogs, forums, or Twitter posts), extract opinions, and model different views.
• The analysis of the e-reputation of a company: map out cases of controversy or beliefs of valuations, together with their reasons, and their support among journalists, clients, and the general public. This can include the analysis of product reviews to identify fine-grained praise or complaints.
• The flagging of potentially fraudulent activity: detect claims that are in contradiction with established knowledge, or violations of rules.
• The modeling of processes: Summaries of technical interventions often contain sequences of actions performed, causal relationships, and suggestions, which could be extracted and analyzed.
• The development of smarter chatbots: allow dialogues that go beyond single-shot questions, reason on a mental model of the user and their beliefs.
• Legal text understanding: analyze a law, a regulation, or a contract, and derive what is permitted and what is obligatory for which party.

Current mainstream methods cannot model, extract, or let alone reason on such information. As we will argue in this vision paper, the problem is not a lack of reasoning formalisms. On the contrary, the dream of reasoning about events and reasoning about knowledge is as old as Artificial Intelligence (AI) itself. The problem is also not a lack of data. On the contrary, we are drowning in data, and modern knowledge harvesting methods are increasingly good at structuring it. Rather, the problem seems to be that these two worlds (that of complex reasoning formalisms and that of knowledge harvesting) have not been brought together. This vision paper argues that if we want to pave the way for smarter AI applications, we have to combine the idealism of the early reasoning formalisms with the pragmatism of modern large-scale data extraction.

2 Existing Approaches

2.1 Knowledge Representation

Let us look at common knowledge representations, and their associated reasoning formalisms. We will see that these were either not designed for dealing with large data, or that they do not actually cover our use cases.

Frames [Min75, BS85, BW77] and scripts [SA79] were some of the first approaches to structure data. They stipulate that all objects of a certain class have a certain set of attributes (people have a birth date, a name, and optionally a spouse; cities have geographical coordinates and a mayor, etc.). These attributes are inherited by subclasses. This inspired modern object-oriented programming languages, where objects are instances of classes that have declared attributes. FrameNet [BFL98] is the contemporary successor of these models. Frames were explicitly designed to represent some of the knowledge that we aim at: events, precedence, and causation. However, frames were designed primarily to represent knowledge, not to reason on it. We cannot say that an event A happened before an event B, and that B happened before C, and that, therefore, A happened before C.

Complex objects, nested relations, and object-relational databases in general [AF89] take the idea of frames further: objects can be literals, atomic entities, or arrays or structures of other objects. These formalisms can be seen as a precursor to JSON, and newer work [BB11] allows representing almost any type of semi-structured data. While these approaches can represent what we want to model, they are, like frames, primarily a knowledge representation formalism, not a reasoning mechanism. We cannot say that Mary’s Twitter followers believe everything she tweets, and then deduce that they believe that vaccines cause autism.
Description Logics [BCM+03] were designed to give a decidable reasoning capability to frames. They can say, e.g., that every person has exactly two parents, and deduce that a KB where three people have the same child is inconsistent. At the same time, classical description logics cannot express knowledge about knowledge.

RDF. The Semantic Web community takes inspiration from frames and description logics. However, it has since left frames behind, because it becomes tedious or impossible to specify possible and obligatory attributes of classes under the Open World Assumption. Hence, in the Semantic Web, any object can have any relation with any other object (and the class membership is inferred a posteriori by domain and range constraints, if necessary). Indeed, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [MM04] models only binary relations between entities. Through event entities, RDF can also express relations of higher arity [RN06]. By help of named graphs [CBIS05] or RDF* [Har17a, Har17b], RDF can make statements about other statements. These statements are always part of the KB – they cannot be hypothetical [Har17a, Section 2.4]. To model hypothetical statements, one can use RDF reification [MM04, Section 4.3]. All of these tools are knowledge representation mechanisms, which do not come with appreciable reasoning capabilities. To reason on RDF data, we can use RDFS and OWL [W3C09].

RDFS allows reasoning on classes, and OWL extends this to Turing-complete reasoning. Different flavors of OWL (sitting on different description logics) reduce this expressivity to decidable subsets. However, these decidable subsets cannot express statements about statements – mainly because this would invite undecidability. Constraint languages such as SHACL [KK17] and ShEx [SB15] can say, e.g., that every person must have one (and at most one) birthdate, but they cannot express statements about statements, causation, or beliefs.

Rule-based KBs such as Cyc [LG99] and SUMO [NP01] have, likewise, freed themselves from frames, and use the Knowledge Interchange Format [Gen91] (KIF) – a powerful knowledge representation language that can easily describe events, facts about facts, causation, or beliefs. The problem is that this formalism is so powerful that it is undecidable, as we have elaborated earlier [BS06].

Context logics were initially proposed by John McCarthy [McC93] as a way to take into account different meanings of a statement depending on the circumstances. The initial white paper has given rise to a number of concrete context logics [BM93, Buv96, Nos03, KGB11, CS94]. However, these logics either remain limited to propositional logic [BM93, Nos03] (with no way to quantify over individuals or contexts), are undecidable [Buv96], or disallow contexts as relation objects [KGB11, CS94] (i.e., they cannot express “The publication of the article caused a decrease in vaccination”). Furthermore, while these logics can clearly serve as inspiration for our goal, they predate the birth of today’s large knowledge bases. Thus, they are not designed to handle large amounts of data, or to offer database-style querying capabilities.

Modal logics are higher-order logics that introduce operators on statements. Several variants of Modal logics allow expressing statements about other statements, in particular epistemic modal logics [HM62, FH95]. Yet, these logics usually work only on quantifier-free propositions [Gar13]. If we add quantifiers in a naive way, the logics become undecidable. Modal description logic has been proposed as a decidable alternative [WS17], with epistemic description logics in particular [MR11, DNR97, DLN98]. Yet, this logic can deal only with a finite set of qualifiers. It cannot say “All clients believe that the company delivers a good service”, or “the loss of value on the stock market happened because the public learned of a fraudulent activity by the company”. Moreover, in the case of multi-agent epistemic logics, the basic reasoning tasks (satisfiability, entailment) are PSPACE-hard or worse [HM92], making them ill-suited for querying vast quantities of Web data.

Belief revision is a field of research that investigates how a set of statements can be updated in the light of a new statement arriving. This theory deals with a single set of statements – it cannot say two people believe different things. Newer work [SIK+19] can model different beliefs, but not causation or the like.

Formal argumentation is concerned with modeling arguments between disagreeing parties [Dun95]. While this discipline addresses our use case of modeling controversies, it treats statements as monolithic propositions. It cannot say “The government accuses the bank of forging its balance sheets” and deduce that “There exists an organization that is accused by a government”.

Provenance. Several methods have been proposed to reason on the provenance of database tuples, with one of the most prominent approaches being the one based on semi-rings [Tan07] (see [BSD12] for an overview). These methods can compute, e.g., the combinations of sources that we have to trust if we want to trust a particular statement. Unfortunately, these techniques do not allow tuples about a provenance annotation. Thus, we cannot express that certain tuples exist because of other tuples, or Mary believes that John believes that a tuple holds.

Annotated logics attach annotations to axioms [KMO17, MKT17, BO19]. Much like provenance mechanisms, they confine attributes and individuals to different spaces, and cannot mingle them.

Temporal Formalisms allow reasoning on time intervals, detecting inclusion of intervals or precedence of events, and establishing time boundaries for events based on such information [DMO19, AP00]. While the domain of
Vagueness. Several approaches model vague statements – with different meanings of “vague”. Probabilistic approaches model statements that are true with a certain probability. If you invite a friend of whom you are not sure whether she is a smoker (give it a 10% probability), and you repeat the exercise 100 times with different such friends, then you can expect there to be smoke on 10 of the encounters, while the other encounters will be smoke-free. Real-valued logics, in contrast (such as Fuzzy Logic), model a degree of truth. If you have a friend who is a smoker to a degree of 10%, and you invite her 100 times, then there will be smoke at each encounter – but not as much smoke as you would expect from a fully devoted, 100% smoker. In probabilistic approaches, the probability of two independent events happening is the product of the probabilities of each, while in real-valued logics, the product is just one possible choice among the T-norms. Two methods have proven to work well on large data: Markov Logic \[RD06\] (in which statements are boolean, and worlds have a probability), and Probabilistic Soft Logic \[KBF12\] (which is a possibilistic relaxation of the Markov Logic, in that atoms have degrees of truth and worlds have probabilities of truth). For the vision of this paper, vagueness is an orthogonal concern, which applies to classical statements just as it applies to statements about statements.

2.2 Knowledge Harvesting

Information extraction has made huge progress in the last decade. Yet, as we will see, the methods have not been connected to more substantial reasoning mechanisms so far. 

Existing large KBs include KnowItAll, DBpedia, Freebase, NELL, BabelNet, Wikidata, and ConceptNet. All of these go barely beyond RDF(S) in their knowledge representation: They know binary facts, a subclassOf-taxonomy, and maybe a limited number of axioms – but they cannot express that one statement is the reason for another statement. As far as we know, the same is true of the commercial KBs of Google \[DGea14\], Microsoft, and Amazon. YAGO 4 allows for OWL-based reasoning \[LWS20\]. However, it cannot deal with hypothetical or wrong statements: every statement is part of the KB. The exception is possibly IBM Watson \[FB10\] with the Debater project – but no details are publicly known here.

Wikidata uses a more elaborate knowledge representation, in that all statements are by default represented by event entities – much like this was done in Freebase. In this way, Wikidata can attach validity times, trust values, and provenance to its statements. While this model can serve as a use case, it does not come with reasoning capabilities beyond annotated logics (s.a.): It is unable to express reasons for events, beliefs, or negation.

KBs with Metadata. Several KBs (among others YAGO and the Yahoo KB) attach meta-information to their facts: the time of validity, the geographic location of a fact, or provenance information. Each fact is given an id, and then we can make statements about these ids. Yet, these models can do only limited reasoning on the annotations \[HSB13\], if at all.

Semantic Role Labeling approaches \[S+08\] are given a piece of text about a single event (such as the acquisition of a company), and extract the values of predefined properties of that event (such as the name of the company, the name of the buyer, and the amount). The research domain is very active, with a dozen publications per year across top-level conferences: FRED and K-Parser are based on the syntactic structure of the sentence \[GPR17 SVAB15\]; some approaches use deep learning \[KLZ+19\]; Document spanners can extract arbitrary slots \[FKR15\]; QA-SRL \[FMH18\] does semantic role labeling for question-answering; ClausIE \[DCG13\] extracts events with several agents and aspects, including time; HighLife \[ESW18\] can extract complex n-ary relations, including causation between entities; Open Information Extraction \[MSS+12\] approaches can also extract n-ary relations; and the GDELT project harvests binary relations with meta-data since 1979 \[LS13\]. These approaches are very promising, because they go beyond the binary information extraction that is used in today’s KBs. HighLife even employs reasoning on n-ary relations to narrow down its interpretations of the sentence, inspired by \[SSW09\]. However, these approaches cannot deal with knowledge about knowledge, such as beliefs, valuations, or causation between complex events. Only StuffIE \[PKN18\] can extract that some event happened because of some other event. At the same time, StuffIE is a pure information extraction system; it cannot reason on the data. If, e.g., StuffIE extracts that Mary is sad because the singer Michael Jackson died, it cannot deduce that Jackson was a person.

Narrative Information Extraction aims at extracting story lines from text \[JCJB19\]. BeLink \[CDG+19\], e.g., is a system that can extract agents, time, facts, and beliefs from natural language text. This line of work is clearly relevant for our goal, but, likewise, has not been supplemented by a reasoning mechanism.

Complementary approaches. Sentiment analysis is concerned with understanding whether the author of a
text appreciates or despises a topic of discourse; several approaches can estimate the trustworthiness of a Web document or source of information; and network analysis can help with detecting influencers and the spread of information in social media networks; finally, the proposed vision touches the science of cognitive psychology, in that it acknowledges that we have to represent not just what is true, but also what people think is true. The vision of this paper is complementary to these fields: it aims to contribute a dimension of fine-grained, content-based understanding of events and text that goes beyond (but can be combined with) measures of influence, trust, or sentiment. The goal is thus to produce a synergy with these areas, by adding a semantic dimension that has so far not been fully exploited.

3 Vision

Our conclusion from the survey of related work is that we observe on one side a dramatic increase in automatically extracted data, but with no deeper semantics than n-ary relations; and on the other side a large array of formalisms that can express more complex statements, but that are not suitable for real data from the Web or for the applications at the current frontier of AI. Our vision is hence to marry these two worlds, i.e., to find a knowledge representation with a tractable reasoning mechanism that is powerful enough to cover today’s use cases, and to develop information extraction algorithms that can fill (and benefit from) such a representation. Let us elaborate on this vision.

3.1 Knowledge Representation

The Semantic Web community has zeroed in on binary relations. And yet, if we want to represent events, beliefs, and complex objects in general, then we have to free ourselves from binary relations and make complex objects first-class citizens. Among these complex objects, events have a particular importance, because they are the basic structuring device for narrations. The community realizes this: A recent white paper [Vra19] proposes to make events first class citizens of Wikidata. This would enable storing narratives in the KB – such as the fact that Donald Trump won the US election in 2016 even though pundits gave him little chances initially. Such representations work best if we can group several statements together in one event (Trump ran for president in 2016; pundits give him a low chance), and then make statements about the relation between these events (Event1 happenedBefore Event2). To govern these events and their relations, one could use constraint languages such as SHACL [KK17] and ShEx [SB+15]. These are themselves inspired by frames: They specify constraints on the attributes of classes.

Frames naturally allow nesting: The frame HappenedBefore can refer to two events, the earlier one and the later one; the frame Belief could link an instance of the class Human to an instance of the frame HappenedBefore, etc. We can even imagine a frame for Implication, with an antecedent and a succedent. A Belief frame could contain several such implications. In this way, the frames could take the roles of contexts that McCarthy originally envisioned [McC93]: They are sets of statements, which are not necessarily true. The question is now how to reason on such constructions. We want the contexts to be first-class citizens, i.e., we want to be able to use a context C in a relation r(x, C), as in [McC93]. At the same time, we want the decidable properties of logics that do not permit this [KGB11] [GS94]. Thus, we have to find a trade-off between expressivity and tractability of our logic. Crucial questions will be whether (or in which cases) a formula such as r(x, φ ⇒ ψ) is equivalent to r(x, φ) ⇒ r(x, ψ), how we can model nested contexts as in [McC93], and how we can represent inclusion of contexts (as in \( ∀ϕ : r(x, ϕ) ⇒ s(y, ϕ) \)).

The advantage is that, today, we know what type of data we have, and what type of questions real systems care about. Thus, we can cherry-pick the characteristics of the existing formalisms that are relevant for today’s large-scale KBs and applications. Inspiration can come from cases of general interest (such as the vaccination myth, news articles, or forum discussions), from use cases provided by the industry (such as chatbot logs, product reviews, or press releases), or from the latest AI applications (such as the IBM Debater). Based on these, it should be possible to narrow down the required properties of the desired formalism both from the data-driven side and the logical side.

Take our example Wikipedia article: Here, a very simple description logic (such as \( AL \)) would suffice to model the information – if only we had contexts at our disposal. For many biological KBs, likewise, a very simple description logic suffices (\( EL \) for SNOMED CT, GALEN, and GO). Thus, the key to the expressiveness-tractability trade-off could be to reduce the reasoning capabilities of the logic inside a context, and to increase the reasoning capabilities about contexts. Inside a context, one could start with a very limited logic (e.g., propositional logic, first order logic without existential quantifiers, or a very simple description logic). Then, one
could add very simple reasoning about contexts: inclusion of contexts, or Horn rules. This should allow for basic
deductions such as “Mary believes everything that The Economist writes”. If both reasoning capabilities are
kept limited, then one should arrive at a tractable formalism – e.g., in the form of Bernays-Schönfinkel formulae,
good-natured Tuple-generating dependencies, or even just Datalog. Recent work on a rule language for JSON
can serve as inspiration, too [BBM17].

3.2 Knowledge Harvesting

We do not just want to develop a knowledge representation, but also to allow machines to automa-
tically accumulate knowledge in this formalism. One source of information could be natural language text –
the Web and news articles, but also blogs, Twitter messages, legal texts, reviews, or conversational
sources such as forum discussions. Recent work has made progress on extracting complex events from
text [PKN18, DCG13, FMHZ18, XLZ19, MSS12, ESW18, GPR17, SVAB15] and cardinalities [MRDW18].
A systematic co-reference resolution would enlarge the number of sentences from which these approaches can
harvest. These works would then have to be extended to treat statements about other statements – first simply
by provenance annotations of the form “This document says that...”, “This author tweeted that...” [CDG19],
or “This person said that...”. This could then be extended to extract relationships between events, by detecting
sentence connectors such as “because” [PKN18] or “even though”. Such complex events could then be linked to
the speaker, much like this is proposed in [LC18], and be woven into dialog systems [CCM20].

The new knowledge representation would then allow reasoning on the data – e.g., to consolidate the extracted
information, as in [SSW09, CBK10]. At first, the reasoning can be simple: If a text says “Angela Merkel,
the German chancellor, met the French President Emmanuel Macron. The chancellor proposed to...”,
then a simple form of reasoning can deduce that the second sentence talks about Merkel – which would make it more
accessible to systems such as ClausIE or StuffIE. Later, the reasoning can become more sophisticated: If we
know that anti-vacciners believe that vaccines cause autism, then a sentence such as “Dr. Ed Evidence warns
gainst doctored evidence in vaccine safety” is consistent with such a belief, and can be extracted without causing
a contradiction with the generally accepted rule that vaccines are safe. Going further, these techniques could
construct entire universes for different world views: that of anti-vacciners and that of medical practitioners; of
climate change deniers and of Greenpeace activists; of Islamists and of New Atheists; of Trump supporters and
of Democrats – including their arguments against the other party. As always, understanding the arguments of
the other side is a necessary precondition for refuting them.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to model and extract complex information from natural language text. More precisely,
we want to enrich knowledge bases with events, causation, precedence, stories, negation, and beliefs. We want
to extract this type of information at scale from structured and unstructured sources, and we want to allow
machines to reason on it. For this purpose, we have to bring together research on knowledge representation, on
reasoning, and on information extraction.

The idea is that the development of the knowledge representation and the extraction of knowledge could go
hand in hand: the data sources and the use cases could tell us which mechanisms of knowledge representation
we need, and the knowledge representation could provide the reasoning capabilities that support the extraction.
This is the crucial asset that we possess today, and that early thinkers such as John McCarthy [McC93] did
not have at their disposal: large amounts of data can both guide the design of the language and fill it with
meaningful facts. We could thus finally try to free ourselves from binary relations, and live up to that AI dream
that McCarthy outlined more than twenty years ago [McC93].

That said, most of the Wikipedia article on vaccines talks about collective entities such as “the scientific
community”, “lower vaccination rates” or “patient data”, as well as about vague relations such as “it is extremely
likely that”, “came to prominence”, or “lead to adverse effects on”. These are still beyond reach, and will require
much more research to become exploitable for KBs.
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